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Abstract
The maritime and port sector is widely considered conservative concerning the ability to
introduce innovation in respect to other industries. This may be due to the lack of cooperative
interactions among the several players involved. It does not mean that innovation does not occur
in this industry. Along with some technical also managerial, organizational and cultural
innovations take place in the sector. The literature has considered the assessment and effects of
the adoption of particular innovation, but still few studies underline the innovation path in a
broad sense with a specific focus on terminal operators. The present paper aims at filling this gap
through a field analysis grouping together case studies developed in different world regions and
examining the adoption path of innovation through a mix of three different techniques (i.e. the
H- and I-indexes; a System Innovation Analysis; and a Qualitative Comparative Analysis).
Research outcomes underline how, even if no unique recipe for success can be found, specific
factors (e.g. a ranking of innovation objectives, coordination among actors and institutions) can
influence the achievement of success. The analyses allow suggesting strategic and policy advice
that may help link in a better way the innovation drivers with their actual effects.

Keywords: Innovation path, Seaports innovation, Terminal operator, Qualitative Comparative
Analysis, H- and I-index, System Innovation
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1. Introduction
Innovation is an essential element of economic activities in order to foster long-run growth. As
underlined in De Martino et al. (2013), innovative paths are becoming relevant drivers for
enhancing the competitiveness of any firm, independently of their respective market. The effect
of the innovation differs depending on the specific industry: while some markets (or firms within
the same market) can react slowly to the introduction of a specific innovation, others can benefit
more or are faster to promote it. Kandampully (2002) showed how service organizations could
benefit more by the introduction of innovation even if the kind of innovation can affect their
capability of fostering this innovation. As innovation differs from sector to sector (Hipp and
Grupp, 2005), it is important to focus on the innovative process to understand conditions that
might support the different stages of the innovation process itself. Cantner et al. (2010)
underlined how in a regional system, innovation networks might increase the benefits generated
by a certain innovation. The role of an innovation process is central in the macroeconomic
growth theory. The first economist that centred in the economic theory his reflections around the
role of innovation and the relationship among innovation and entrepreneurs was J.A. Schumpeter
who defined innovation as “the setting up of a new production function” (Schumpeter, 1939).
More recently, Sundbo (1998) emphasizes the essence of innovation as “an effort made by one or
more individuals that produces an economic gain”.
1.1.

Definition of innovation

In accordance with Schumpeter (1939), innovation is “a linear path in which the economic gain
assures an irreversible mutation of the competitive conditions”. This definition has deeply
affected economic thought. An example is the Solow Model in which technological changes are
based on “linear” progressions that directly impact on the production function. In this approach,
failure in innovation can be seen as the presence of high unrecoverable costs (e.g. sunk costs
related to the innovation development) that hinder the successful implementation of a given
innovation. On the other hand, as underlined in Arduino et al. (2013) and Roumboutsos et al.
(2014), other scholars (e.g. Rogers, 1962) described innovation initiatives as outputs of the
dynamics of complex systems made by a plurality of actors that affect the success and the uptake
of a given innovation. Following this approach, links and communications among the actors
belonging to the same environment (e.g. port and maritime sector) influence the development
and the successful implementation of any innovation. For instance, Powell and Grodal (2005)
underline the importance of collaboration in achieving the success of an innovation thanks to the
interactive learning processes.
This stream of thoughts has been well accepted in the academic literature in which communities
tend to have a great influence on the economic behaviours. For this reason, several studies (e.g.
Hall and Jacobs, 2010; Cahoon et al., 2013) use a systemic approach to study innovation in the
port industry. In line with this research track, the innovation success is strictly depending on the
interaction among the players; and it can be either organizational or technological, potentially
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impacting on both the product and the production process. Moreover, an innovation can result in
a reduction of costs or in an increase of revenues of one or more actors involved in the
innovation process; and it normally impacts on the productivity of the innovator and its
followers. In addition, innovations can be the results of either monetary or non-monetary factors,
such as cultural or political, instead of driven by simply commercial purposes. Moreover,
innovation processes can lead to different results depending on the sector characteristics: many
authors underline how the definition and exploitation of innovation in service industry might be
different from the classic outcome in the manufacturing sector (e.g. Gallouj and Weinstein, 1997;
Hipp and Grupp, 2005), leading to different kinds of innovation (for instance, not strictly
technological). Moreover, according to Mothe and Uyen (2012), non-technological innovation –
at least in the service sector – can lead to technological advancements as second achieved goal:
depending on the stage of advancement, innovations initiatives can promote further innovations.
According to Acciaro et al. (2014a), innovation initiatives can be differentiated in two distinct
categories: incremental and radical, depending on the possibility of having marginal adjustments
caused by the innovation or drastic changes in the market. Eventually, Sys et al. (2015b)
discussed differences among innovation typologies more broadly, while Vanelslander et al.
(2016) added two more categories that might differentiate effects of innovations: apart from
radical and incremental, innovation can be also systemic (integrating multiple independent
initiatives that must work together to perform new functions or improve the overall performance)
or modular (bringing about a significant change in concept within a component, but links to other
components or systems remain unchanged and the impact is fairly low).
1.2.

Innovation within the port sector

With respect to the transport sector, the International Transport Forum (2010) registered less proactivity of transport firms in comparison with other industries where it comes to actually
implemented innovation. Despite this, several research projects (e.g. Aronietis et al., 2009;
Kapros, 2010; Arduino et al., 2011b) discuss many innovation concepts introduced in the
transport sector in order to achieve results in terms of general performance, not just economic
ones. Furthermore, Arduino et al. (2011a and 2013) highlighted the difficulties of introducing
innovation in the transport sector. Even the push for sustainable transport is partially mitigating
those difficulties (e.g. Thorpe and Namdeo, 2016).
Concerning the maritime and port sector, innovation is strategic in order to keep national
shipping and port industries competitive (Jenssen, 2003), maybe in consequence of the
increasing competition that characterises the industry. Doloreux and Melancon (2008) show
similar results for local industries. Despite the importance of the sector for the local and national
economies (e.g. Coppens et al., 2007; Bottasso et al., 2014) and the benefits of implementing
innovation within the markets, it seems that the port and shipping industry have not fully found
their way to introduce innovative solutions within the sector. In accordance with Acciaro et al.
(2014a) and Arduino et al. (2014), this might be due to the internal characteristics of the market
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and the needed but insufficient relationships among the different actors of the entire logistics
chain. An example of this needed coordination is given by De Martino et al. (2013), in which
innovation in seaports is strictly linked to the innovative solution exploited by the logistics
providers in their delivery choices: a large number of innovation initiatives in seaports are
generally related to market changes at both demand and supply side. Concerning this issue, it is
important to underline that while in other sectors, social innovation (Volberda, 2014) represents
the majority of successful innovation – such as in most manufacturing sectors –, barriers to
collaboration in the port industry make technology-related innovation a predominant element.
Thus, current literature often focuses more on the assessment of investments (Zheng and
Negenborn, 2017) linked to upgraded facilities capable of improving environmental performance
(Cui, 2017) or port congestion (Jian et al., 2017) rather than on the evaluation of innovative
processes.
Considering port-related innovation, an extended literature has recently focused on the
assessment of innovation focusing on the mitigation of port environmental effects (for instance
Lam and Van de Voorde (2012) and Lam and Notteboom (2014) focused on the implementation
of green ports policies, while Acciaro et al. (2014b) focused on energy management
innovations), port performance (e.g. Bottasso et al., 2014), or logistics issues (e.g. De Martino,
2013). Nevertheless, while all these studies focus on specific characteristics related to a
particular innovation goal (or process), only few other papers (e.g. Arduino et al., 2013 for the
definition of innovation success; Acciaro et al., (2014a) for the assessment of environmental
innovation; Vanelslander et al., (2016) for the determination of the success conditions) analyse
the elements affecting the interactions among the participants to the innovation process and the
characteristics that may assure a successful adoption path.
In this regard, this paper assumes a particular role for a better understanding of the innovation
champion that represents the promoter (or the exploiter) of the innovation process (e.g.
Vanelslander et al., 2016) and then the “leader” of the innovation eco-system, that is represented
by the physical and virtual interaction among the actors involved in the innovation process. Thus,
while several papers investigate specific innovation case studies or investment patterns, focused
on technical advancements, not many studies focus on understanding conditions and other
factors (e.g. business environment, relationship among involved actors) that bring innovation to
succeed in the port sector or that evaluate the achievement of specific goals of a planned
innovation. The current paper tries to fill this gap.
1.3.

The proposed analysis

The literature has considered the assessment and effects of the adoption of particular innovation
initiatives in the port sector (e.g. Arduino et al., 2011b), but still few studies focus the attention
on the innovation path in a broad sense aiming at understanding which interactions among the
players may foster a successful implementation of the specific innovation initiative. The present
paper aims at bridging this gap through a field analysis grouping together a set of deep-sea
5

terminal operator case studies. The cases considered are a sub-set of a major research initiative,
further referred to as the BNPPF project1 –, on innovation processes in the port industry,
identified between Autumn 2013 and Spring 2015, in order to better understand the innovative
processes in the port industry. Thus, basic information for the proposed research is based on the
data collected for the BNPPF project (for main details, readers may refer to Sys et al., 2015a). In
the wider BNPPF project, cases were selected through a desk analysis and contacts with various
port and terminal operators in order to highlight main ongoing innovation initiatives in several
main ports. In order to achieve the research goal of this specific paper, data and background
information, as well as interviews. While the overall BNPPF project focused on 75 different
innovation cases concerning several main ports (Antwerp, Genoa, Lisbon, Los Angeles, Piraeus,
Singapore and others) and port-related activities, the present paper focuses on 19 cases (out of
the wider group of 75 innovation cases) involving deep-sea terminal operators (i.e. private
companies located in either a private port or a landlord port) and the critical issues related to the
innovation development. . Eventually, while the geographical scope shows the distribution of the
cases, it is worth to underline that the selection has been done based on the cases found in the
industry and it is not connected to geographical patterns.
The characteristics of the innovative concepts can be found in Annex 1.
The paper is structured as follows. After this introduction, Section 2 provides the methodological
approach for the analysis that is conducted in this paper. Section 3 outlines the results of the
analysis. Finally, section 4 draws conclusions from the findings.

1

This wider research initiative was funded by BNP Paribas Fortis (BNPPF).
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2. Methodology and cases
In accordance with Arduino et al. (2013) and Roumboutsos (2015), innovation processes should
be analysed through a multi-layer approach in which several distinctions should be made. For the
purpose of this paper, general assumptions following the existing literature were developed.
2.1. The performed analyses
The methodology used in this paper is a combination of three different methodologies applied in
the last years to the mentioned port terminal cases by some authors: the I- and H- index
extensively discussed in Acciaro and Sys (2016), the System of Innovation Analysis (SIA) to
port innovation, applied by Roumboutsos (2015) and Roumboutsos et al. (2014), and the
Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA), performed by Vanelslander et al., (2016). Figure 1
shows the process logic driving the analysis: the three different techniques are complementary
and they allow answering the main research questions of this study through triangulation (see for
example Jick, 1979). In fact, the consistency among the “planned” innovation objectives and
their degree of success together with the analysis of the factors that influence the achievement of
the success can be analysed only through a composite methodology. In particular, the combined
outcome of the applied techniques will be use to underline the degree of success of the studied
innovations (in comparison with the stated goals) and if the systemic interactions and specific
factors can influence the achievement of the success.
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Thus, the first applied methodology is an extension of the method developed in Acciaro et al.
(2014a) and it is fully described in Acciaro and Sys (2016). It consists of the assessment of
success of innovation based on the extent to which such innovation has contributed to the
achievement of a certain set of objectives2. The method originates from the observation that
innovation is implemented with a specific purpose or set of purposes, e.g. to improve efficiency,
to increase market power, or to respond to a new regulation.
As such, its success can be defined only as a measure relative to the objectives the innovation
aimed at achieving. Those objectives may differ substantially from industry to industry and from
firm to firm, as they are embedded within the characteristics of the industry and each firm’s
strategy. Thus, through an iterative method that involves the use of a survey and a sufficiently
large number of innovation initiatives, it is possible to develop two rankings: one that identifies
the importance of each objective for the firm or the group of firms under analysis and a success
ranking of the innovation initiatives surveyed with respect to each objective. If an innovation
process is conducted, one would expected that important objectives are priorities, so that
innovation aiming at targeting such objectives is more successful in delivering the expected
results. Therefore, it is possible to assume there are some similarities between the two rankings.
These rankings can be analysed using a homogeneity index (H-index) that allows assessing
whether there is accordance among respondents on the importance of each objective and on the
success of each innovation initiative. High heterogeneity is indicative of a sample that is not
aligned in terms of strategy. While the H-index focused on the similarities, the key idea of the Iindex is to be able to provide a synthetic indicator of the differences between rankings. The
interpretation of the I- and H- indexes is rather intuitive. Ideally, when the I-index takes a null
value for an innovation or an objective, it implies that in general there is an identity between
importance ranking and success ranking. When the value is positive, it indicates that the success
ranking is lower than the importance ranking, and when the value is negative, it implies that the
success ranking is higher than the importance ranking (Acciaro et al., 2014a; Acciaro and Sys,
2016).
To analyse the innovation process smoothness, as only a limited amount of information is
available per innovation case, a good method to deal with such situation is QCA (Vanelslander et
al., 2016). This method keeps the middle between a qualitative and a quantitative approach and
according to Thiem and Dusa (2013), it is one of the most influential methods to evaluate
innovation. With this technique, variables on innovation are combinations of innovation success /
failure factors and actors. They belong to the three stages - initiation, development and
implementation - through which an innovation initiative usually develops. This approach allows
assessing which innovation initiatives will generate which chain impacts, and which conditions
2

In the presented study, a set of 31 objectives were found. The objectives were divided in three main categories:
economic, environmental and social.
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will conduct actors to innovate, or prevent them from doing so, and finally also how
governments can stimulate innovation. Cases are considered combinations of attributes. They are
coded for having membership in a set of causal conditions. The information is formalized in a
truth table, and Boolean logic is used to reduce the table to a number of sufficient and necessary
conditions. Set-theoretic methods allow stripping away elements that are not causally involved
with the outcome. Furthermore, these methods allow measuring the “coverage,” i.e. the relative
importance of different paths to an outcome, and “consistency,” i.e. what proportion of observed
cases is consistent with the pattern. (Fiss, 2008). QCA offers a systematic approach that at the
same time can examine extensive numbers of different combinations but does not disaggregate
the case like a variable-based approach would (Fiss, 2008). As described in Vanelslander et al.
(2016), the results of the QCA are given by a fuzzy set analysis that allows calculating
consistency and coverage scores: in other words, the QCA outcome gives an indication of the
subset of conditions that might foster an innovation initiative’s success.
The SIA views innovation within the “system” it is introduced in, considering the complexity of
the process, characterized by reciprocity and feedback mechanisms, which determines the
success of innovation (see for example Lundvall, 2010; Nelson, 1993; Edquist, 1997). As
discussed in Arduino et al. (2013), SIA provides a means to identify a set of external factors (the
so-called ‘institutional environment’ and ‘rules’) and the actors involved in the innovation being
analysed, and it identifies for each innovation a range of influences’ from the environment
(Roumboutsos, 2015; Roumboutsos et al., 2014). Extending on Woolthuis et al. (2005) and
Edquist and Chaminade (2006), with consideration on innovation failures, Roumboutsos et al.
(2014) included the study of positive effects as well as the consideration on the innovation
process over the different stages of development. The consideration of the type of innovation
(see section 2.2 below) guides the identification of actors involved. The methodology is further
elaborated in Roumboutsos (2015). More specifically, for each innovation, interactions among
different kinds of actors (e.g. shipping companies, stevedores, etc.) were ranked for different
layers of analysis (e.g. kind of innovation, innovation initiatives’ predominant aspects) and in
relation with different environmental attributes (e.g. institutions, rules, infrastructures). Each
interaction among actors – and within different environment – is depicted by dependency vectors
qualified in the range [-3,+3]. The SIA allows for a better understanding of both the relationships
developed among actors that influence the innovation process and of the interactions among
players that are important in order to foster innovation (Roumboutsos, 2015).

2.2. Selected innovation cases
Among the 75 cases referred to in section 1.3, 13 innovation initiatives were selected as affecting
mostly the deep-sea terminals. The set of cases involves initiatives applied in several
geographical regions (e.g. Southern Europe, Northern Europe, Asia, and North America) and
implemented by different companies, thus assuring a diversification also in the implementing
9

firms’ characteristics. The sub-selection of 13 innovation initiatives has been done taking into
consideration the innovation that affects the terminal operations, while the wider sample of 75
innovation cases also concerns activities that do not directly affect operations at terminal level.
Moreover, some of the 13 innovations initiatives, as also described below, are present in multiple
ports, increasing the number of studied cases to 19 (see Annex 1).
Below, the selected innovation cases (described in detail in Sys et al., 2015) are briefly
introduced:
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.

Pre-notification at deep-sea terminal - For deep-sea terminals, it is crucial to know in
advance for which inland terminals the incoming containers are destined. Based on this
information, the stacking / shuffling can be optimized at the deep-sea terminal.
Automated stacking cranes - Increasing density of the yard influences its performance:
such system is currently under development.
All weather terminals (7) - These provide a completely covered logistics service for
moisture- and weather- sensitive cargoes. By being handled under covered conditions, the
transhipment takes place in a controlled environment. This development ensures less
damage to the cargo, and operations are done in a safer environment.
Tandem lift - To avoid bottlenecking these flows, the process of loading and unloading
containers is speeded up by coupling two or more containers in one lift. In this way, the
efficiency of berthing operations is significantly increased.
Straddle carriers – The replacement of diesel engines of a straddle carrier by CNG
engines.
Weighbridges – Weighbridges are installed at the terminal in order to measure trucks’ axle
loads.
Full automated gate - Automatic gate in and out cycle for treating trucks (including
automatic loading and unloading of trucks).
Truck appointment system - Streamlining truck volumes through agreements with "time
slots".
Terminal carbon footprint tracking - Tracking of emissions developed by the terminal.
Carbon footprint assessment (Port Authority) - Evaluation system of carbon foot print at
port level.
Carbon footprint assessment (Terminal Operator) - Evaluation system of carbon foot
print at terminal level.
Autotrakker - An IT technology option using low-powered (eye safe) laser/scanners. The
main purpose of the application is to give right cargo measurements, to avoid inaccurate
billing and damage for either loads or ships.
Offshore Single Point Mooring - Off-shore platform capable of rationalising the liquid
bulk activity (oil) moving out from the city to the loading/unloading operations connected
to the biggest ships. Main goals are connected to the social acceptance of the liquid bulk
terminal and the increase of productivity.
10

Concerning the innovation cases used in the analysis, some further characteristics should be
underlined.
First, commercial innovation initiatives have to be separated from those that assure welfare
improvements, because the aim of the outcome may lead to different interactions among the
system players. The subset of innovations initiatives considered in the present paper is composed
solely of commercial innovation initiatives.
Second, innovation initiatives may be classified by the main aspect that characterizes them:
technological, organisational, cultural, and managerial. This is relevant since different types of
innovation might again bring different interactions among the actors. Table 1 gives an overview
of the 19 case assessments. Given the all-weather terminal, Type I (Technological – unit change)
is the most prevalent type of innovation. Technological, Managerial, Organisational, Cultural –
business change (Type III) and market change (Type IV), represent 31.57% of the cases; while
Type V (Managerial, Organisational, Cultural – market change) accounts for 15.79% of the
cases. Concerning this issue, it is important to underline that, while all the studied innovation
cases are technology-based, some of them could also be linked to social innovation wherever
they “mean a new way of managing, organizing and working” (Volberda, 2014). This element is
quite important to identify the “innovation eco-system”.

Table 1 – Innovation Typologies
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Third, the outcome might be affected by the “innovation stage” (e.g. initiation, development,
implementation) and the potential presence of barriers into the market. With “innovation stage”,
reference is made to the life-cycle phase of the innovation – initiation (5 cases), development (3
cases) and implementation (11 cases) - because depending on different phases, the same
innovation might be considered either successful or not yet successful. Barriers are represented
by factors that may slow down the success of the innovation and they can vary depending on the
type of innovation and on the phase of implementation (see Annex 1).
Among the abovementioned innovation actions, radical innovation initiatives (1 case) are rare in
the deep sea terminal sector, while incremental (4 cases) and system (4 cases) innovation
initiatives have a significant share of the total, even if modular innovation (10 cases) represents
the majority of the studied innovation initiatives. (see Annex 1)3.
Ultimately, many innovation initiatives concern environmental initiatives (or they have also
green effects) and this will be a major discussion point to take into account for further
considerations.

3. Research outcome
As outlined in section 2, the three methodologies have been applied in order to better understand
the innovation process. Through the combination of H- and I- indexes, it is possible to assess the
goals of innovation and the achievement of its success. The QCA complements the previous
results, by highlighting successful / failure factors; lastly the SIA focuses on the interactions that
are included in certain innovation paths.
Ideally, it would be expected that important objectives have the same ranking in terms of
success, and at the same time high levels of success are to be achieved for similarly important
objectives. For each innovation, high differences in the similarity between success ranking and
importance are an indication of either innovation failure - success is not achieved in the same
relation to importance (positive score), or incidental success – and success is achieved for
objectives that are categorised as not particularly important.
Considering the main results, Table 2 shows the difference between objectives for the considered
cases (Annex 2 shows in detail the average success on three layers: economic, environmental and
social added-value). Since each objective (i.e. success ranking and importance) has been scored
in a range between 1 and 5, the differences are then between -4 and 4. It is possible to observe

The term ‘incremental’ corresponds to a small change to existing products/procedures, ‘system’ to multiple
independent innovations, ‘modular’ to a significant change in concept within a component while ‘radical’ indicates a
breakthrough in the specific field.
3
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that most innovation initiatives are concentrated around 0, which indicates that the difference for
these innovation initiatives between success ranking and importance ranking is very low.

Table 2 – Success vs Importance

Considering specific research outcome, most notable in the sample are Autotrakker, with 21% of
the frequencies showing a negative difference (i.e. success is higher than importance), and
“Offshore Single Point Mooring”, where 89% of frequencies are negative values. Among those
innovation initiatives where success is not ranked equal to importance, are Tandem Lift and
Carbon Footprint at port and terminals. This latter issue confirms that environmental innovations
tend to obtain negative scores (as in Acciaro and Sys, 2016) because for being innovative it is
just necessary to comply with regulation.
In order to generalise the results, it is important to be able to compare the innovation initiatives,
and ensure there is some homogeneity among respondents. The analysis shows that there is quite
some variety in the respondents’ agreement, indicating that the innovation initiatives have
somewhat different profiles. The homogeneity index (H) ranges from 18 to 100, where the
lowest value indicates heterogeneity in the replies. In particular, economic objectives show
highest heterogeneity, while social and environmental objectives are more homogeneous.
The I-index analysis shows that deep-sea innovation tends to perform relatively well as scores
are mostly in the negative area, implying that success is achieved. However, the negative score
indicates that success is achieved on issues that are comparatively ranked less important. This
phenomenon is less evident for the objectives listed under economic added value. In a
confrontation with a multitude of objectives, the economic ones tend to rank with a positive
score, while for deep-sea innovation, they rank slightly negative, indicating that there is a better
alignment between the degree of success and the importance assigned to some strategic
objectives (see also Annex 2). Particularly striking is that these innovation initiatives appear to
fail on growth and market share expansions. This is not surprising as growth in international
shipping is typically beyond the control of a single company and market share is very hard to
gain in the global competitive arena.
Concerning the QCA, success is measured based on a weighted average of the above mentioned
economic, social and environmental criteria, scored by the assessed companies. With the entire
13

set of 40 cases (described in Vanelslander et al., 2016), it turns out that no unique ‘recipe’ for
innovation success does exist. However, some combinations of variables can be identified that
lead for certain groups of cases to a higher chance of success. Overall, important variables turn
out to be infrastructure, soft-institutional (i.e. social values) and hard-institutional (i.e. rules and
law) issues at the initiation stage, and infrastructure at the development and implementation
stages (Vanelslander et al., 2016). All four groups seem to be composed of both physical
innovation as well as virtual innovation (e.g. ‘EDI’) (Carlan et al., 2017; Roumboutsos et al.,
2016). Hence, the latter is not a distinguishing criterion.
According to Vanelslander et al. (2016) four groups of elements can be underlined as the ones
most influencing the innovation success in deep-see terminals (Table 3). The first group relates
to the terminal alignment with infrastructure, both at the level of development and
implementation. Terminal cases complying with this category involve Tandem Lift operations,
Autotrakker and All-weather terminals.
A second group refers to shipping line-related variables (fzQCA2): in particular, shipping line
alignment with infrastructure, both (again) at development and implementation stage. Tandem
Lift operations and All-weather terminals in The Netherlands and Spain as terminal innovations
qualify here.
A third group highlights the role of social values (fzQCA3) impacting the innovation champion
at all the development stages of the innovation. In this category, find Automated Stacking Cranes
and the implemented All-weather terminals in The Netherlands as terminal cases.
The fourth and final group of the variables featuring consistent success looks at the innovation
champion (fzQCA4) during the initiation stage, focusing on hard institutions and infrastructure.
Again, Automated Stacking Cranes and All-weather terminals (NL, BE) qualify here.

Table 3 – Conditions for success
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Moreover, Table 3 shows that the conditions for success for the second and third all-weather
terminal build in The Netherlands are no longer related to the hard institutions. An explanation
might be found in the learning experience. Clearly, the second fast movers (BE, FI, ES) cannot
roll out the set-up of the innovative initiative in the same manner as the innovation champion.
Roumboutsos (2015) with SIA, indicates that for the “Autotrakker” and the “Offshore Single
Point Mooring” innovation cases, there was no financial involvement. In addition, in the case of
the Autotrakker, the innovation champion is not the immediate beneficiary (terminal). This fact
provides justification with respect to the reason of lesser importance attached to the actual
success as otherwise the terminal operator would resume leadership.
Eventually, the open or closed character of an innovation initiative does not seem to have an
impact. Focusing on the conditions leading to a successful innovation (QCA analysis), it turns
out that four groups of conditions contribute to success, i.e. the combination of variables
resumed above. Moreover, most of the selected terminal cases comply with several or even all
groups of factors: meaning that several combinations of conditions have contributed to their
success.
Thus, it is possible to underline that, even if no unique recipe for success can be found, some
variables could influence the probability of success of a specific kind of innovation. Moreover,
some interactions among the port actors might influence the odds. For this reason, findings from
the SIA contribute to better understanding the innovation path. From a system point of view,
actor co-operation plays an important role. In fact, findings also suggest the difficulty in
achieving aligned objectives within the port terminal stakeholder network and the potential need
to invest effort in promoting the objectives of the innovation to be applied. Thus, results
underline the importance of a better evaluation of the fostered innovation initiatives in order to
better understand the potential of the pursued innovations.
Considering SIA, as expected, the cases for which there is high concentration in the range [-1, 1]
are the cases for which a high degree of consensus exists within the stakeholder network with
respect to the innovation to be implemented. The Autotrakker is a case pushed forward by
market demand overcoming negative stakeholders, who did not agree on the importance of the
objective, as also underlined by the I- and H- index analysis. A final point of interest, with
respect to input from the SIA (Roumboutsos, 2015), is the fact that the Fully Automated Truck
System went ahead based on the strength of the innovation champion. Ex-post, the innovation
champion has still not convinced other stakeholders of the importance of the innovation.
Eventually, in all the three performed analyses, no differences were found among innovation
cases implemented in different countries showing a common path for all the analysed operators
spread worldwide and all the analysed companies seem to continuously progress in
implementing new solutions in order to deal with the changing market requirements.
4. Discussion and managerial implications
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Summing up the outcomes of the three methodologies, it is possible to underline some common
issues. Port innovation initiatives often come up as incidental success (not perfect alignment
between objective and success) in which several groups of factors influence the achievement of
the success without geographical distinctions among these elements. Moreover, often the
interactions among actors – as well as the presence of a collaborative environment – seem to be a
key element in the innovation path, especially when the innovation champion is involved. Lastly,
the role of private firms as innovation champions in the sector is evident; the private nature of
innovators probably explains why almost all the cases taken into consideration have been
internally evaluated but at the same time they did not put through a cost-benefit analysis
evaluation.
For these reasons, several managerial implications can be drawn from the analysis above. First of
all, the role of the cluster and the need for cooperation might be linked to the need of a “port
innovation leader” capable of both introducing an innovation and of coordinating the efforts
related to the innovation development. Standalone innovative processes seem to be less effective
in achieving success. Second, it is interesting to notice as in other transport fields, innovation is
actually driven by a general Research and Innovation form of aggregations (e.g. the Shift2Rail
scheme in the EU rail sector) in order to generate collaborative environments and standards of
investment. This issue seems also to be connected to research (e.g. Jansen et al., 2006) that links
the effectiveness of innovative processes to both organisational and environmental elements.
Third and finally, some of the innovations seem to be linked to a wider environment that
overpasses the port boundaries (e.g. supply chain through both horizontal and vertical
collaboration) needing innovation champions to increase their size. This latter element seems to
be of particular importance for those innovation initiatives that are affecting different port-related
markets (e.g. specific terminal characteristics) and they might become even more important with
the full development of smart shipping (e.g. Stopford, 2015).

5. Conclusions
Innovation is a strategic factor that deeply affected the seaport industry during the last decades.
Examples of its importance can be found in new terminal organization. Despite this importance,
the port industry ranks as one of lesser innovative economic sectors in the International
Transport Forum’s report on innovation (ITF, 2010). Nevertheless, the international joint
research here presented evidence that the perception about the maritime and port sector being
less innovative when compared to other sectors no longer remains intact. In particular,
innovation at terminal level is considered essential to remaining competitive. The study has been
developed through a set of deep-sea terminal innovation initiatives - included in a wider
investigation - aiming at underlining both characteristics of the studied innovation initiatives and
their innovation processes. These comparisons allow better understanding of the elements that
contribute to define these innovation initiatives as successful, variables conditioning the success
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and the environmental characteristics that might facilitate the achievement of the innovation
goal. Moreover, specific differences and commonalities among the studied set of cases have been
underlined (see Roumboutsos, 2015).
Case-based analysis allows getting an idea whether the deep-sea terminals are preparing
themselves for new economic, environmental and social requirements. With few exceptions, the
majority of the innovation cases are demand-driven (e.g. for the container terminals due to the
scale increase, for the break-bulk sector to meet the ever-increasing demand for more efficiency).
Moreover, successful innovation initiatives are often linked to the pursued objectives that might
be achieved. The analysis underlines the strategic alignment between innovation success and
importance of the objectives the innovation aims at achieving for the innovator. Furthermore,
Giuliano et al. (2016) point out as innovation in seaport industry is normally pursued by private
companies without a proper economic assessment process (i.e. Cost-Benefit Analysis) and this
can be explained by the role of the innovation champion that normally exploits the innovation
internally as outcome of an industrial process.
Despite the mix of methodologies used in this study, no unique recipe came out from the
research in order to foster innovation success. Nevertheless, the results show that most
innovation initiatives achieve levels of success that are higher than the corresponding importance
ranking attributed to them. This somewhat incidental success suggests that there is room for
ensuring that resources are not invested in innovation that achieves strategic aims that are only
marginally valued by the company. Moreover, some specific factors seem to impact on the
possibility to achieve the innovation success. Among these factors, the alignment between the
companies involved in the innovation to specific issues (e.g. soft institutions) or specific actors
(e.g. innovation champion) might foster the success. Considering these results, specific intercompany and intra-company strategies might be set up in order to incentives innovation paths
(e.g. shared innovative infrastructures). Moreover, adaptive innovation strategies might help
foster innovation processes better than rigid approaches. Furthermore, as underlined by past
studies for the service industry (e.g. Mothe and Uyen, 2012) also in the port sector nottechnology-driven innovations might easily achieve success, bringing the innovator champion to
further technological innovations.
In terms of policy advice, the research highlights two possible levels of intervention. First, since
hard institutions have an impact on the chances of success, it is important to develop a clear
system of rules and a “level playing field” (i.e. a fair competition environment) for port players
in order to avoid opportunistic (and conservative) behaviours. The second one, somehow
depending on the former, refers to the role of co-operation within the port community; the role of
a public authority in this sense should increase the awareness that a seaport community, when
behaving as a milieau innovateur – thus exploiting the agglomeration scale economies and the
potential wide synergies among the local actors (Camagni, 1995; Coppin et al., 2000) - may
speed up the innovation processes then get the maximum benefits from cooperation without
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limiting the competition of each single firms. Eventually, given the role of international
stevedoring operators within the market (e.g. APMT, HPH. DP World), it is important to
underline that knowledge transfers could play a crucial role in innovative processes as well as in
their assessment (Roumboutsos et al., 2016). Current research did not look at those aspects in
detail – focusing more on the achievement of goals at local level – but it will represent a future
research goal. First indications from one involved operator show that such knowledge transfer
within the wider company group is not evident (Carlan et al., 2017).
Anyway, further investigation should focus on the link among the actors involved in the
innovation process in order to highlight specific interactions that might foster the innovation
success in the deep-sea terminal industry.
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